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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

 

Interaction design patterns provide best-practice solutions to software user 

interface design problems.  Several interaction design pattern collections have been 

published, but none of them address the details of interaction for software that facilitates 

musical composition on a personal computer.  This paper presents a new interaction 

design pattern collection for musical applications and explains the pattern creation 

process, organizational structure, and validation model for the collection.  Additionally, 

this paper surveys general design pattern concepts and user-centered software design 

practices and illustrates how these two subjects have been merged within the interaction 

design discipline. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

 

 

A design pattern “expresses a relation between a certain context, a problem, and a 

solution” (Alexander, 1979).  Simply stated, design patterns record common solutions to 

common problems within specific areas of practice and knowledge.  The design pattern 

concept can be applied to any domain; patterns have been created for areas as diverse as 

sociology (Cowan et al., n.d.) and the development of learning management systems 

(Avgeriou et al., 2003). 

 Design patterns have become increasingly relevant to the software design process 

since the incorporation of the design pattern concept with software engineering was first 

proposed almost twenty years ago.  Design patterns now encompass every facet of 

software design, from the programming constructs that constitute system architectures to 

the behavior and appearance of graphical user interfaces (GUIs). 

The evolution of the GUI over the last twenty years has provided many 

precedents for the ways that graphical user interfaces should behave; an abundance of 

GUI solution artifacts have been developed from which design patterns can be distilled.  

Pattern collections for different areas within the domain of user interface design have 

been developed (Duyne, 2002; Graham, 2003; Welie, 2000; Tidwell, 1999), but many 

types of applications have yet to be addressed.  In particular, no interaction design 

patterns have been published for software GUIs that facilitate the creation and production 

of music on a personal computer. 

This paper presents a collection of interaction design patterns for musical 

applications.  The first portion of this paper will explore the roots of the pattern concept, 

examine how patterns are created, evaluated, and organized, and describe how patterns 

have been incorporated with object-oriented programming techniques.  The second 

portion of this paper will explore the practices of usability engineering and its importance 

to user-centered software design.  The third portion of this paper will explore issues 

particular to interaction design patterns and demonstrate the link between these patterns 

and usability engineering.  The final section will serve as a catalog of interaction design 

patterns for musical applications.
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CHAPTER 1 

 
INTEGRATING PATTERNS WITH USER-CENTERED 

SOFTWARE DESIGN 
 

 

 

 

The Design Pattern Concept 
 

 

 

 

Origin of the concept 

 

In The Timeless Way of Building, Christopher Alexander posits that a detailed and 

fully integrated hierarchy of architectural design patterns can serve as a guide to the 

construction of urban environments and individual structures within these environments 

(Alexander, 1979).  He was the first to define the syntax of a pattern and how 

relationships between specific patterns could be made to create an entire pattern 

language. 

A pattern is a record of how a particular recurring problem has been solved in the 

past.  It is general enough to be adapted and reused in a manner that suits the details of a 

particular situation.  A pattern attempts to provide the best solution for a problem by 

recognizing and recording the practices of the best designers.  The format of patterns may 

vary according to the domain to which they are applied.  However, every pattern contains 

these general charactersitics (Mahemoff & Johnston, 1998b): a name that identifies the 

pattern, a problem statement that specifies the context in which the pattern is applicable, 

the forces that further describe the context of the problem and shape the resulting 

solution, and the solution statement.  Applying this simplistic format, one of Alexander, 

et al.’s own patterns is presented in Table 1 (Alexander et al., 1977): 
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Table 1: Alexander, et al.'s Night Life pattern 

   

Name  Night Life (33) * 

 

Problem  Most of the city’s activities close down at night; those which stay 

open won’t do much for the night life of the city unless they are 

together. 

 

Forces  1. People enjoy going out at night… 

2. If evening activities such as movies, cafes, ice cream 

parlors, gas stations, and bars are scattered throughout the 

community, each one by itself cannot generate enough 

attraction. 

3. Many people do not go out at night because they feel they 

have no place to go. 

4. Fear of the dark, especially in those places far away from 

one’s own back yard, is a common experience, and quite 

simple to understand. 

5. …street crimes are most prevalent in places where there are 

too few pedestrians to provide natural surveillance, but 

enough pedestrians to make it worth a thief’s while… 

6. It is difficult to estimate the exact number of night spots 

that need to be grouped to create a sense of night life. 

7. …massive evening centers, combining evening services 

which a person could not possibly use on the same night, 

are alienating. 

 

Solution  Knit together shops, amusements, and services which are open at 

night, along with hotels, bars, and all-night diners to form centers 

of night life: well-lit, safe, and lively places that increase the 

intensity of pedestrian activity at night by drawing all the people 

who are out at night to the same few spots in town.  Encourage 

these evening centers to distribute themselves evenly across the 

town. 

 

 

 

 

 

Alexander also specifies that examples be provided (either through photographs 

or diagrams) that help illuminate the solution explained in a pattern; the “Night Life” 

pattern includes a picture of a well-lit evening venue to fortify its argument (Alexander et 

al., 1977). 
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Alexander rates his patterns according to their significance, with some patterns 

being “more true, more profound, more certain, than others” (Alexander et al., 1977).  

The number of asterisks included next to the name of a pattern indicates its level of 

significance.  Two asterisks indicate a “true invariant,” or a solution that is true for any 

variation of the related problem statement.  One asterisk indicates that the solution can be 

improved and that there may exist a different solution for the given problem.  No 

asterisks indicate that the given solution is merely one of many solutions to the problem 

defined in the pattern. 

Another important element present in Alexander’s patterns is a “related patterns” 

section which records any patterns that either provide more detailed or more general 

contexts relevant to the problem stated by a particular pattern (Alexander et al., 1977).  

For example, the “Night Life” pattern relates to the higher-level (more general) patterns 

of “Magic of the City (10),” “Community of 7000 (12),” “Promenade (31),” and 

“Activity Node (30).”  The “Night Life” pattern is further developed by the lower-level 

(more specific) patterns of “Local town Hall (44),” “Carnival (58),” “Dancing in the 

Street (63),” “Street Café (88),” “Beer Hall (90),” and “Traveler’s Inn (91).”  Each of 

these patterns, in turn, refer to their own higher-level and lower-level pattern 

relationships.  The entire pattern language is organized hierarchically according to 

structural scale, from the largest-scale pattern (“Independent Regions (1)”) down to the 

smallest-scale (“Things From Your Life (253)”).  The number included with the name of 

the pattern refers to the structural scale of the problem that the pattern represents; the 

lower the number, the larger the scale. 

 

The pattern process 

 

Writing patterns requires that one recognize and record common problems and 

matching solutions inherent to a particular domain.  Most patterns are created by 

individuals or groups of people who are experts or practitioners in a particular field.  For 

example, software engineering design patterns are typically created by programmers in 

workshops (Dearden et al., 2002) like those that take place during the Pattern Languages 

of Programming (PLoP) conference.  Pattern creation by committee can be facilitated by 
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the pattern collection for writing-workshops created by Jim Coplien and Bobby Woolf 

(1999). 

Though experts and practitioners are presumably those most qualified to 

recognize patterns in their domains of expertise, pattern creation is not necessarily 

restricted to those who are experts in their field (Alexander, 1979).  Patterns can be 

created by anyone who takes the time to discover and record them.  Techniques for 

pattern writing and pattern language construction have been documented, appropriately, 

in a pattern language for writing patterns (Meszaros & Doble, n.d.). 

Patterns are primarily considered problem-solving tools, but they have other 

applications beyond problem solving.  They have a didactic role in that novice designers 

are able to learn some of the problem-solving techniques used by experts in their field 

(Tidwell, 1999).  Those who have no knowledge of a particular domain can gain insight 

into it simply by looking at the domain’s relevant patterns (Pemberton, 2000).  To this 

end, patterns may be used to facilitate the participation of all stakeholders in the design 

process who have a vested interest in the outcome.  For example, Alexander’s patterns 

were used to facilitate the exchange of ideas between architects, doctors, and staff during 

the design of a psychiatric clinic in California.  His pattern language became the medium 

“in which people worked out their disagreements, and in which they built a common 

picture of the building and the institution as a whole” (Alexander, 1979). 

Rating the effectiveness of a pattern outside of Alexander’s collection is, at this 

point, a fairly abstract science.  Alexander’s quantitative system of ratings is not found in 

other disciplines where patterns have been applied.  Despite the precedent set by 

Alexander’s collection, there is no generally accepted method of conveying a pattern’s 

legitimacy.  Of course, patterns must meet certain criteria: they must have a unique name, 

they must document a problem and solution pair, and they must be distilled from existing 

applications of a solution.  However, none of these criteria address the quality or 

usefulness of a pattern. 

By and large, pattern evaluation exists through their review and acceptance by 

“qualified peers” (The Software Patterns Criteria, n.d.); this could occur either by 

workshop discussion or via criticism in a public forum such as an on-line discussion 

board.  If a pattern is recording a solution that is generally considered the best (or at least 
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appropriate) for a given problem, the pattern will be useful.  A litmus test that can 

determine if a pattern is useful or not is whether it has been used by someone other than 

its author (Vlissides, 1996).  However, the number of times a pattern is copied should not 

be the sole manner by which the quality of a pattern is evaluated.  The defining factor in 

determining a pattern’s quality is the degree to which it reinforces the principles of the 

domain for which it is created.  This can only be determined after the pattern has been 

reviewed, accepted, and implemented by those who have experience working within of a 

particular domain of practice. 

As patterns for any given field continue to be created and validated by domain 

practitioners, relationships can be defined between patterns that outline a pattern 

language, providing a network of context-sensitive solutions for an entire domain of 

problems.  This network of patterns forms a framework for constructing something that is 

“functionally and structually coherent” (Salingaros, 2000) for a particular sphere of 

design problems.  Additionally, a collection of patterns for a particular area of practice 

may be useful without the explicit relationships between patterns that define a pattern 

language.  Gamma’s patterns (Gamma et al., 1995) are not organized so much as a 

pattern language as they are a pattern catalog. Though they may contain cross-references 

to each other, they do not start from a specific root and carry explicit relationships that tie 

each pattern into a networked organization; they are organized more like a dictionary 

where reference can be made when problems arise. 

Alexander recommends that his pattern language serve as a “base map” from 

which one can make their own language by selecting a subset of his patterns that are most 

useful to them (Alexander et al., 1977).  He states that the patterns in his language may be 

further refined and adapted (Alexander et al., 1977), but provides no means for the 

expansion of his language.  However, two basic models of pattern language creation have 

been defined elsewhere.  The first approach is to identify patterns that solve the most 

atomic design problems for a particular domain, discover the general problem that these 

groups of atomic patterns solve, and then generalize the patterns identified in these 

groups to create a pattern of larger scope (Salingaros, 2000).  The second approach is to 

identify the most general patterns first and then distil from them more detailed patterns 

that complete the generalized solutions (Meszaros & Doble, n.d.).  Regardless of how 
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patterns are eventually organized in relation to eachother, all patterns should be recorded 

as they are observed and then sorted out later (Salingaros, 2000). 

 

Patterns in practice: software engineering 

 

One of the most fully developed and widely disseminated realizations of the 

design pattern model outside of architecture can be found in a collection of patterns for 

software engineering.  First introduced at the 1987 OOPSLA conference (Beck & 

Cunningham, 1987), software engineering design patterns provide best-case examples of 

how programs should be manufactured to support a flexible software architecture that 

minimizes code maintenance.  More specifically, software engineering patterns specify 

how object relationships can be defined to maximize code reuse and flexibility by taking 

advantage of object-oriented principles like polymorphism, encapsulation, and 

inheritance. 

The development of object-oriented programming languages was the impetus for 

the development of software engineering design patterns.  Objects allow data and the 

operations that manipulate data to be packaged into a single entity.  Objects can inherit 

traits from one another, or one object can use an instance of another object.  This tight 

compartmentalization of code and the resources that allow relationships to exist between 

different units of code provides a major advantage over traditional (non object-oriented) 

structured code: code can be constructed as discrete, reusable components that mirror the 

requirements of a particular domain.  Work is distributed among different cooperating 

objects that fulfill different program requirements. 

Software engineering patterns describe how cooperation among objects should be 

implemented.  The most general patterns divide the entire system into a few functional 

groups for which objects are defined.  For example, Fowler’s three-tier pattern for 

client/server systems divides all processing across three logical areas: the application tier, 

the domain tier, and the database tier (Fowler, 1997).  The application tier resides on the 

client system and processes user interactions.  The domain tier resides on either the client 

or server and provides the facilities to interpret data and operate on it.  The database tier 

resides on the server system and provides the facilities to store the data that represents the 

domain model. 
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Fowler further divides the application tier into the “presentation” and “application 

logic” tiers (Fowler, 1997).  All user interface elements are supported by the presentation 

tier while the application logic tier operates on the information held in the domain tier 

and packages this information according to what is required by the presentation.  A 

means of interfacing between the presentation and application logic is described in 

Gamma, et al.’s (1995) Facade pattern.  Facades are objects that allow client objects to 

access the functionality of subsystems without concern for the details of how these 

subsystems operate.  When a client object requires that work be done by a subsystem, it 

simply sends a request to the subsystem via the Facade.  In this manner, Facades provide 

the interface by which presentation objects access the domain model, decoupling the 

object components of the two layers. 

Separating presentation and application functionality allows programmers who 

specialize in GUI interface design to build an interface without having to understand the 

complexities of the domain model.  A nice division of labor exists where one group of 

programmers work within the domain and application logic tiers while another group 

focuses solely on user interface design.  A well-made Facade allows user interface 

programmers to tie their screen designs into the application logic and domain tiers with 

relative ease.  Any changes made to the domain model will not require changes to the 

presentation tier and vice-versa.  Thus, code maintenance will require less effort should 

requirements for the system change. 

The Model View Controller (MVC) pattern (Alur et al., 2001) also specifies a 

framework for decoupling the implementation of presentation, application, and domain 

model components.  This pattern is similar to the three-tier pattern with the separation of 

application and presentation logic defined by Fowler.  MVC is not designed specifically 

for client/server systems, so no explicit reference is made to a server-side database layer.  

The Model corresponds to the domain tier while the View and Controller correspond to 

the Presentation and Application Logic tiers, respectively.  The controller is the go-

between for the Model and View layers: data stored in the Model is manipulated by the 

Controller, which also defines the way the program reacts to input from the user via the 

View. 
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Though the MVC pattern and related (more detailed) patterns prescribe the 

technical means to support certain user interfaces and system behaviors, they do nothing 

to describe how a system should look and behave from the user’s perspective.  Software 

development has traditionally been more technology-centered than user-centered 

(Cooper, 1999).  Often, the usability of a software application has been treated as an 

afterthought.  However, the infiltration of the computer into millions of homes and 

offices has encouraged software developers to pay more attention to providing software 

that can accommodate the needs of a large, diverse, and sometimes technically 

disinclined user audience (Cooper, 1999).  Due to this shifting focus in software 

development, user-centered design methods have assumed a more prominent role than 

ever in the overall software design process (McClelland, 1996). 

 

 

 

 

Usability Engineering 
 

 

 

 

The usability engineering discipline outlines a collection of principles and 

techniques that provide the foundation for user-centered design.  The primary concern of 

usability engineering is the end-user’s acceptance of a system and their perceived value 

of how well the system allows them to achieve their work-related goals.  Usability 

techniques are tools that are used to build a system that compliments its users’ abilities.  

A system may be rejected by its user-base if the users’ abilities don’t match the abilities 

required to effectively interact with the system (Welie et al., 1999). 

Usability engineering practices are most effective when incorporated into an 

iterative design and development process (Dix et al., 1998); they are applied first during 

the design phase and then throughout the development process as user interface artifacts 

are constructed.  The initial design of the user interface prior to its implementation may 

be tested by using techniques such as cognitive walkthroughs (Wharton et al., 1994), 

user-modeling (Cooper, 1999), and heuristic analysis (Nielsen, 1993).  These pre-

implementation techniques can be aided by creating quick and cheap models of the 
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system implementation via paper prototyping (Snyder, 2003) and story boarding (Hackos 

& Redish, 1998).  After a development-iteration results in a tangible interface asset 

(either a disposable prototype or a version of the final product), user testing (Rubin, 

1994) and heuristic analysis are used to assess the effectiveness of its interaction. 

Typically, a task analysis often precedes any system design activity 

(Schneiderman, 1998).  System-related tasks often include any process involving 

entering, retrieving, or manipulating data.  During a task analysis, all the steps that a user 

must accomplish to perform a given task are recorded; this may include activities not 

related to the system such as any task that requires the user to remove their attention from 

their computer (e.g. leaving their office to send a fax).  While this task decomposition 

technique may provide insight into the details of how users accomplish certain tasks, 

focusing user interface development on the completion of these tasks alone may 

obfuscate the larger question of how users achieve their goals within the system.  

Understanding user goals is essential to designing good interactive behavior for software 

applications.  Alan Cooper and Robert Riemann (2003) distinguish between “experience” 

goals and “end” goals.  Experience goals describe the user’s desired state of mind.  For 

example, the user wishes to feel competent about their work-related performance, enjoy 

their job, and avoid tedium.  End goals, on the other hand, relate directly to the user’s 

accomplishments.  Examples of end goals include writing an essay, finding a nearby 

theater on the internet, or editing a home video.  All user-interface design activity should 

be geared towards facilitating the accomplishment of these different types of goals. 

Designers can take advantage of a technique called “participatory design” as a 

method of realizing user goals (Nielsen, 1993).  Participatory design incorporates the user 

as an active member in the system design process.  Users can add input to the design 

process by being included in brainstorming sessions, design-oriented workshops, and 

paper prototyping and storyboarding sessions.  By incorporating user feedback early in 

the design process, designers hope that users’ expectations for the system will be 

accounted for from the outset of development. 

Some usability engineering practices are tailored specifically for evaluating the 

usability of an existing design implementation (either a prototype or a final product).  The 

post-development usability evaluation process defines observable metrics and a set of 
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criteria that establishes best, worst, existing, and target cases that exemplify a usable 

system.  Metrics may be defined according to criteria such as the amount of time taken to 

complete specific tasks, the frequency of help documentation use, and more subjective 

measures such as the “number of times [the] user expresses frustration or satisfaction” 

(Dix et al., 1998).  These metrics are measured during a usability testing session in which 

test subjects that represent the application’s user audience are observed as they perform a 

series of pre-defined tasks.  After the test is complete, questionnaires can be used to 

gauge the test subjects’ overall satisfaction with the application.  All of this information 

is collected and analyzed to discover ways that the existing user interface can be 

improved. 

 Regardless of the techniques involved, all usability engineering practices are 

founded on a general set of principles.  Usability principles are abstract rules that are the 

tenents of the usability discipline; they are the foundation from which usable interfaces 

are constructed.  There is no single set of principles that are universally accepted; 

different authors and organizations have developed their own.  However, there are issues 

that all usability principles address: the ease with which users can learn how to access the 

functionality provided by the system, the ways in which information is exchanged 

between users and the system, and the degree of support provided when something 

unintended by the user occurs within the system. 

 Generally, the most widely used method of usability observance among software 

developers occurs through adherence to usability guidelines (Mahemoff & Johnston, 

1998a).  Usability guidelines are strategies that are less abstract than usability principles.  

They are developed by organizations or individuals in order to capture both the recurring 

themes behind the interaction of their systems and suggest how specific interaction issues 

should be addressed.  For example, one of IBM’s web design guidelines prescribes the 

following guideline for web accessibility (IBM, n.d.): “Ensure that image maps are 

accessible to vision-impaired users.”  This guideline is supported by the principle of 

“Flexibility” (Dix et al., 1998) that identifies with modes of information exchange 

between system and user.  Guidelines can be further refined into styleguides, which 

define the “look and feel” of a GUI by giving descriptions of the appearance of specific 

interface elements. 
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Guidelines are useful to developers because they represent shared standards for 

user interface development. However, they still require fairly sophisticated interpretation 

in order to be useful.  Developers will also have difficulty discovering the problem that 

the guideline is actually trying to address, since it is not explicitly stated (Welie et al., 

2000).  Difficulty interpreting guidelines, the effort required to find relevant guidelines, 

and their simplistic nature combine to discourage their use among software developers 

(Connely et al., 2001).  Consider the example formerly given of IBM’s web accessibility 

guideline; there are no concrete details provided as to how an interface actually addresses 

it.  Image maps can be used in several different ways; image maps that are used as a 

method of website navigation will have to provide different information from image 

maps that are used for other reasons.  What type of textual information is supposed to be 

provided to vision-impaired users when they are confronted with an image map?  With no 

context provided, this question cannot be answered. 

 

 

 

 

Interaction Design Patterns 
 

 

 

 

Advancing the pattern concept 

 

Usability engineering provides the principles and the processes that guide goal-

directed, user-centered design.  However, it does not encompass the specifics of how 

particular interactive elements should behave in a graphical user interface.  The 

burgeoning field of interaction design has evolved to fill this gap.  Interaction design 

elaborates on the tenants of usability engineering by detailing the appropriate use of 

different types of on-screen controls and how they are displayed along with data to 

cleanly and concisely communicate information to the user.  In other words, interaction 

design inherits the practices of usability engineering and further specifies how interactive 

artifacts should behave in order to realize the abstract principles established by usability.  

For example, one of Jakob Nielsen’s usability heuristics instructs developers to “provide 

clearly marked exits,” (Nielsen, 1993) allowing the user to recover from mistakes or 
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unintended consequences.  Alan Cooper and Robert Reimann, authorities on interaction 

design, further elaborate on this principle by detailing the design of undo facilities, 

describing different recovery mechanisms and their respective advantages and 

disadvantages (Cooper & Riemann, 2003). 

 Interaction design techniques can be further structured into patterns that prescribe 

interactive behavior for specific user-interface design problems.  Usability practitioners 

first proposed incorporating the pattern concept into the field of interaction design during 

a workshop of the 1997 SIGCHI conference as a way to solidify a “common perspective, 

set of practices, or theoretical orientation” for interaction design (Bayle et al., 1998).  

Interaction design patterns record how interaction designers have defined the interactive 

behavior of past applications in a concise and comprehensible format.  The interactions 

abstracted by these patterns are “optimal or near-optimal” for a given class of user-related 

activities (Cooper & Riemann, 2003). 

The fundamental difference between interaction design patterns and software 

engineering patterns is that the latter are constructed to suit only the software developer’s 

perspective.  The software engineering patterns that do address the user’s view of the 

system do so only by informing the system architecture that supports a collection of View 

classes.  Consider Fowler’s division of presentation and application logic (1997) and the 

MVC patterns (Gamma et al., 1995): these patterns specify where the code that 

implements the users’ view of the system sits relative to the rest of the system 

implementation and details how View objects communicate with subsytems responsible 

for data storage and manipulation, but they do not speak at all to the visual language and 

interactive behavior employed by the user interface.  Software engineering patterns do 

nothing to inform how designers the system should behave from the user’s perspective; 

they focus on code constructs and system structure (things the user cannot percieve).  For 

example, a Facade pattern may facilitate the constrution of an application by helping 

programmers manage its multiple subsystems.  However, utilizing a Facade does not 

ensure that users’ will enjoy their experience with the system or that the application will 

allow them to effectively achieve their goals. 

Interaction design patterns, on the other hand, focus solely on things the user can 

percieve.  The audiences for these patterns include both users and developers.  
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Developers can get a sense of how a system’s user interface should be implemented by 

referencing a collection of interaction design patterns.  Interaction design patterns can 

also be used by developers to facilitate communication with users about system 

requirements while at the same time they can help the user form an idea about the types 

of functionality that should exist for a given class of software applications.  Software 

engineering patterns, on the other hand, are not appropriate for a large, inter-disciplinary 

audience; their only audience is the computer programming profession.  Object-oriented 

jargon and code examples are certainly beyond the scope of understanding for most 

computer users and are thus not useful for assisting a user-centered design process. 

Interaction design patterns benefit user-centered design by providing a bridge to 

developers between user-interface interaction details and usability principles.  For 

example, Martijn van Welie’s “Progress” pattern (Welie & Trætteberg, 2000) addresses 

Donald Norman’s “Feedback” principle (1988) by providing context to a situation where 

the status of the system is important to the user’s interests and explaining a method of 

ensuring that the user sees all relevant information regarding the system’s status.  

Interaction design patterns provide “usability in context” to developers by illustrating 

how software design problems are solved according to user-centered design principles 

(Mahemoff & Johnston, 1998a). 

In addition to the four basic components required of a pattern (name, problem, 

force, and solution), an interaction design pattern provides examples of the solution it 

describes, typically in the form of screenshots from existing applications that implement 

the behavior outlined by the pattern, and includes a field for tying the pattern to the 

specific usability principle that it adheres to.  Welie has chosen to include in his 

interaction design patterns for GUIs explicit elaboration on the context of the problem, 

rationale for the solution, and a list of applications that use the given pattern (Welie & 

Trætteberg, 2000).  Welie’s Progress pattern is demonstrated in Table 2 (Welie & 

Trætteberg, 2000): 
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Table 2: Welie & Trætteberg's Progress Pattern 

 

Name 

  

Progress 

 

Problem  The user wants to know whether or not the operation is still being 

performed as well as how much longer the user will need to wait. 

 

Usability Principle  Guidance (Feedback) 

 

Context  Systems tasks that take a long time (typically more than a few 

seconds) and must be completed before the next tasks can be 

started. 

 

Forces  • The performance of the operation cannot always be 

controlled/avoided by the user (or designer), e.g. because it 

relies on an external system or hardware, which may fail, 

block or have low performance. 

• The users do not want to wait need clear feedback on the 

progress and estimated time to completion. 

• The users may not be familiar with the complexity of the 

task. 

• During the operation the user might decide to interrupt the 

operation because it will take too long. 

 

Solutions  Show that the application is still working and give an indication of 

the progress. 

 

Provide feedback at a rate that gives the user the impression that the 

operation is still being performed e.g. every 2 seconds using 

animation. Additionally, provide a valid indication of the progress. 

Progress is typically the remaining time for completing, the number 

of units processed or the percentage of work done. The progress 

can be shown using a widget such as a progress bar. The progress 

bar must have a label stating the relative progress or the unit in 

which it is measured. 

 

Rationale  By providing new feedback at a rate around 1 or 2 seconds, the user 

can see whether the application is still processing and has not died. 

The progress indication gives feedback on how long the application 

will remain in this state. Combining these two aspects relieves the 

user’s worries. Leaving one of the two out would not solve the 

user’s problem. The solution increases satisfaction because the user 

knows what is going on and how much longer the user needs to 

wait. It increases the sense of control. The pattern also avoids 

additional system load by avoiding retries from users. 
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Table 2—continued 

 

Examples 

  

 
Figure 1: Internet Explorer 5 file transfer dialog 

 

 

 

 

When downloading a file using Internet Explorer 5, the user is 

presented with this dialog. It shows the progress in percentage as 

well as the amount of kilobytes of received data.  Additionally the 

estimated time left is shown and updated couple of seconds.  An 

animation of a flying document shows that the download has not 

stalled. 

 

Known Uses  Netscape's Download box, Apple's file copy 

 

 

 

 

 

Interaction design pattern organization 

 

A pattern language should be structured according to a hierarchy of scale that 

defines the relative scope of the problem that any single pattern addresses.  Alexander 

accomplished this by organizing his pattern language hierarchically according to 

structural scale.  Similarly, interaction design patterns can be organized into a heirarchy 

according to the scale of the problem that they address (Welie & Veer, 2003).  Large-

scale interaction design patterns detail what type of application should be designed 

depending on the intended purpose of the application.  Small-scale patterns describe the 

behavior of specific controls used at any point within any type of application.  
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Concievably, if a pattern language is complete enough, a software designer could start 

with a pattern that describes a general system type and traverse through the language 

down to the individual controls that define system behavior. 

Interaction design patterns can be further organized along different criteria to 

faciliatate pattern discovery.  Welie has organized his collection of interaction design 

patterns for the web (Welie, 2003b) according to the functionality that groups of patterns 

address.  For example, all patterns that describe website navigation behavior are 

appropriately displayed under the heading of “Navigation.”  Usability guidelines are 

another method of organizing patterns.  This is especially useful to anyone who wishes to 

explore the connection between usability and user-interface behavior.  Mahemoff and 

Johnston (1998b) have developed a method of organizing patterns according to the 

system component that they abstract: tasks, users, user-interface elements, and entire 

systems.  Patterns of tasks record the means by which specific tasks can be accomplished 

within a class of applications (e.g. “View Document”, “Open Existing Document”).  

Patterns of users identify the user audience for whom an application may be designed.  

These patterns record individual variances in areas such as domain expertise and 

frequency of application use.  Patterns of user-interface elements identify specific GUI 

“widgets” and the situations where they may be useful.  Patterns of entire systems 

abstract the general functionality that different software products within a given domain 

of knowledge have in common. 

 

Interaction design pattern use 

 

As with all usability practices, interaction design pattern use is most effective 

when occurring throughout an iterative design and development process (Borchers, 

2000).  They can expedite the overall software design process from the outset of 

application development by providing a record of successful solutions to existing 

problems; should developers who are confronted with particularly challenging user 

interface requirements be unable to come to a consensus on appropriate solutions, 

patterns may provide an immediate answer.  Once development is underway, patterns 

selected during the design phase can be used as a checklist to determine whether design 

requirements are being addressed appropriately (Dearden et al, 2002). 
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The accessible nature of interaction design patterns makes them a valuable mode 

of communication within the participatory design process; because they capture ideas in a 

consistent, easily understood, and appealing format, interaction design patterns lend 

themselves to a large, interdisciplinary audience.  Interaction design patterns offer users a 

better understanding of the forces that shape an application’s interface and thus allow 

them to better articulate their goals and expectations during discussions with application 

developers.  Dearden, et al. (2002) have outlined a method for incorporating interaction 

design patterns into a participatory design process that exemplifies Alexander’s view of 

patterns serving as interdisciplinary tools of communication.  Their method involves a 

“designer-facilitator” working with users throughout an iterative prototyping process.  

Initially, the facilitator leads users in paper-prototyping sessions to solidify system 

requirements.  As more detailed prototypes are produced, interaction design patterns are 

introduced to users as design problems arise.  The patterns are used to notify users about 

different design options and thus help shape their judgment of how the system should 

behave. 

Interaction design patterns also provide a conduit for information exchange 

among members of the interaction design community.  By capturing the collective 

knowledge of this community, they provide a didactic resource for novice designers to 

study as well as an effective communication transfer among more experienced designers 

(Tidwell, n.d.).  They can increase programmers’ awareness of usability issues by 

providing examples of existing software products that implement usable interfaces.  

Additionally, interaction design patterns help software designers separate coding 

concerns from decisions that may affect usability by divorcing the programming 

implementation of a system from the details that affect interactive behavior. 

Interaction design patterns are created in the same manner as any other collection 

of patterns: they are recorded as they are observed.  The quality of an interaction design 

pattern is contingent on the interface artifacts that it abstracts.  Measurable usability 

indicators have been defined within the usability engineering discipline that should 

indicate whether the interaction prescribed by a pattern is usable or not.  If an interaction 

is usable, then the pattern that abstracts it should be useful.  This notion was central to 

Connelly et al.’s (2001) extension of Hussey and Mahemhoff’s (1999) pattern language 
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for safety-critical user interfaces.  Though they did not rely on prior usability testing to 

prove the quality of the interfaces used for their patterns, they did choose to abstract those 

interfaces that they determined to be “exemplary.”  In the absence of detailed usability 

evaluation for a particular interactive element, the standard method of pattern acceptance 

by peer review is the best way to validate interaction design pattern quality. 

 

 

 

 

Interaction Design Patterns and the Usable GUI 
 

 

 

 

In The Design of Everyday Things, Donald Norman (1988) divides software 

systems into three conceptual models: the designer’s model of the system, the system 

image, and the user’s model of the system.  The designer’s model is formed from the 

software designer’s understanding of system requirements.  The system image is derived 

from the designer’s model and encompasses everything that defines a system (including 

the GUI).  The user’s model is shaped by the user’ interactions with the GUI of the 

system image.  Both the designer’s and user’s models are framed by the answer to a 

single question: what does the system do?  The designer would be inclined to answer in 

technical terms, conveying object relationships and data storage methods, or specifying 

system requirements.  Users would describe the details of the on-screen controls with 

which they interact and the ways that the screen appearance changes according to their 

actions.  The user’s model is contingent on the results of the designer’s model, since the 

designer’s model determines the system image.  Thus, effective system behavior from a 

usability standpoint is attainable only if designers can include the behavior of the system 

from the user’s perspective in their own conceptual models. 

Interaction design patterns encourage a shared model between designers and 

users.  Using interaction design patterns, designers can first define the system image 

according to the behavior of the user interface.  All other development activities begin 

after GUI behavior has been established.  Basing the development of the system image on 
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a collection of interaction design patterns increases the possibility that designers will 

produce a usable GUI. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

AN INTERACTION DESIGN PATTERN COLLECTION FOR 
MUSICAL APPLICATIONS 

 

 

 

 

The Purpose of the Collection 
 

 

 

 

The purpose of the pattern collection presented in this paper is two-fold.  

Primarily, it exists to inform both users and developers of the required functionality for 

applications that facilitate music creation.  Developers charged with constructing music-

related software can use these patterns as a means to solidify system requirements before 

they begin to invest time and resources into writing the code for the system.  Potential 

users benefit from these same patterns by deriving an idea of what functionality they 

should expect to find in musical applications 

Additionally, this collection is a contribution to the fulfillment of an interaction 

design pattern language.  Several pattern collections that detail general GUI (Tidwell, 

1999; Welie & Trætteberg, 2000) and web-site (Duyne et al., 2002; Graham, 2003; 

Welie, 2003) behaviors have been published, but there are no publicly available 

interaction design pattern collections tailored to music creation applications.  An 

interaction design pattern language cannot be considered complete until the methods of 

interaction for all varieties of existing applications have been recorded and publicly 

validated. 
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Pattern Creation, Organization, and Validation 
 

 

 

 

Pattern creation 

 

Seven different applications were surveyed for the creation of this pattern 

collection: Digidesign Pro Tools Free, Steinberg Cubase SX, Cakewalk Sonar 3.1, 

Emagic Logic Audio Platinum 4.8, Sonic Foundry Vegas Pro 1.0, Sonic Foundry Acid 

Pro 2.0, and Sonic Foundry Sound Forge 5.0.  From these applications, seventeen 

patterns were recorded in an ad hoc fashion (i.e. they were recorded as they were 

observed).  Some relationships between certain patterns in the collection were further 

identified and have been recorded wherever they exist. 

 

Pattern organization 

 

Each pattern is associated with a usability principle.  The entire collection is 

organized according to the six usability principles defined by Constantine and Lockwood 

(1999) given in Table 3: 

 

 

 

 
Table 3: Six usability principles by Constantine and Lockwood 

 

Structure 

 

Organize the user interface purposefully, in meaningful 

and useful ways based on clear, consistent models that 

are apparent and recognizable to users, putting related 

things together and separating unrelated things, 

differentiating dissimilar things and making similar 

things resemble one another. 

 

Simplicity Make simple, common tasks simple to do, 

communicating clearly and simply in the user’s own 

language and providing good shortcuts that are 

meaningfully related to longer procedures. 

 

Visibility Keep all needed options and materials for a given task 

visible without distracting the user with extraneous or 

redundant information. 
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Table 3—continued 

Feedback Keep users informed of actions or interpretations, 

changes of state or condition, and errors or exceptions 

that are relevant and of interest to the user through clear, 

concise, and unambiguous language familiar to users. 

 

 

Tolerance 

 

Be flexible and tolerant, reducing the cost of mistakes 

and misuse by allowing undoing and redoing while also 

preventing errors wherever possible by tolerating varied 

inputs and sequences and by interpreting all reasonable 

actions reasonably. 

 

Reuse Reuse internal and external components and behaviors, 

maintaining consistency with purpose rather than merely 

arbitrary consistency, thus reducing the need for users to 

rethink and remember. 

 

 

 

 

 

Pattern validation 

 

Upon completion, the pattern collection was posted on the internet for public 

review (Brandt, 2004).  Requests for comments were then distributed.  Sonar, Pro Tools, 

and Cubase users were contacted via postings to each company’s online user forum.  

Developers of an open-source, linux-based musical application called “Ardour” were 

contacted via the Ardour developer’s email list.  Two experts in the interaction design 

pattern field, Martijn van Welie and Jenifer Tidwell, were contacted via email.  Each 

pattern has a discussion area associated with it where comments can be entered.  All 

parties were directed to the pattern collection and were requested to post any comments 

they may have about any particular pattern in the collection. 
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Pattern Format 
 

 

 

 

Patterns in the collection are formatted identically to those in Welie and 

Trætteberg’s GUI pattern collection (Welie & Trætteberg, 2000) with the exception of a 

“Use When” field rather than a “Context” field.  “Use When” can be found in Jenifer 

Tidwel’s interaction design pattern collection (Tidwell, n.d.) and Welie’s pattern 

collection for web interfaces (Welie, 2003b).  Table 4 defines the pattern format for this 

collection. 

 

 

 

 
Table 4: Pattern format for the pattern collection presented in this paper 

  

Pattern Name 

 

Problem A particular goal or requirement that must be met by the 

system, written from the user’s perspective. 

 

Usability Principle The usability principle on which the solution is based. 

 

Use When The situation where the pattern is applicable. 

 

Forces Criteria that refine the context of the problem and 

influence the creation of a solution 

 

Solution The description of the steps that need to be taken to solve 

the problem. 

 

Rationale The justification for the solution 

 

Examples Any number of screenshots and descriptions of existing 

applications that implement the solution described in the 

pattern. 

 

Known Uses An optional entry that identifies either specific software 

applications that use the pattern or general situations 

where the pattern has occurred. 
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Table 4—continued 

Related Patterns An optional entry that identifies patterns that either refine 

the given solution or provide greater detail to the context 

of the problem. 

 

 

 

 

 

The Pattern Collection 
 

 

 

 

Structure 

 

  Arrangement Area 
 

Problem  Users must manage the recording, editing, and arrangement of MIDI sequences 

or audio data. 

 

Usability Principle  Structure 

 

Use When  A collection of MIDI sequences, a collection of audio files, or a combination of MIDI 

sequences and audio files need to be created or incorporated together. 

 

Forces  • Compositional ideas may be fleeting; tools must be provided to quickly record 

these flashes of creativity without hindering the creative process. 

• Every aspect of a composition must be visible and within reach of the user; this 

means that all compositional elements must be displayable and that the user can 

manipulate them with little effort. 

 

Solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Provide a single arrangement area in which any audio file or MIDI sequence can 

be recorded and edited. 

 

Audio files and MIDI sequences are represented as discrete editable regions in the 

arrangement area.  Direct manipulation of these editable regions is aided by an 

arrangement grid.  Collections of regions that contain the same type of data are 

organized in an unrestricted number of horizontal arrangement tracks.  All sonic 

material is recorded as editable regions within arrangement tracks.  If the arrangement 

area supports multiple tracks, the number of displayed tracks and the regions they 

contain can be controlled by toggling the view state of individual tracks or groups of 

tracks.  An unlimited number of regions and tracks are supported by the arrangement 

space.  Track order and region position (within and among tracks) are editable.  The 

height of individual tracks is also editable.  Multiple tracks and regions can be copied, 

pasted, and deleted from the arrangement area.  The user can supply unique names for 
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Solution each track and region in the arrangement area.  Often, tracks are further identified by a 

track number that correlates to a track’s order in the arrangement area.  Markers can be 

placed at specific points within an arrangement in order to “bookmark” certain 

compositional events.  At least one track is devoted to video playback, providing a 

reference for users who are applying music or sound effects to video.  When an 

arrangement is being played back, a vertical playback bar indicates its playback and 

recording progress; the playback bar also indicates recording progress. 

 

  Recording and playback are managed via the transport controls.  Tempo and meter are 

defined for a composition within the arrangement space and can change at any point in 

the arrangement. 

 

Rationale  An arrangement area allows MIDI and audio data to be blended together seamlessly 

within the same space.  If an arrangement area is well implemented, the user will be 

able to realize their compositional goals without interference from the software tool. 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 2: A portion of the Sonar 3.1 arrangement area 
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Examples  Six tracks are visible in Figure 2 (tracks 4-9).  The height of tracks 4-6 has been 

expanded to show the data they contain in more detail.  MIDI tracks are indicated by a 

circular icon to the right of the track number that resembles a 5-pin MIDI connection 

plug.  Audio tracks are indicated by an icon resembling an audio waveform.  The 

“DXi” icon represents a DX instrument plug-in; these are software synthesizers or 

samplers that are controlled in Sonar by an associated MIDI track.  Track seven in this 

screenshot has been “archived.”  Sonar allows users to archive the information found in 

individual tracks so that they no longer take up system resources (in this example, a 

DXi software synthesizer has been archived).  The information contained in archived 

tracks is no longer audible or editable.  Anytime a track is un-archived, it returns to the 

same state it was in when it was archived and regains all the functionality afforded to 

tracks in the arrangement area. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid, Sound Forge. 

 

Related Patterns  Editable Regions, Arrangement Grid, Tracks, Toggle View State, Markers, Playback 

Bar, Transport Controls 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Tracks 
 

Problem  Users must organize individual regions into collections that represent 

compositional parts. 

 

Usability Principle  Structure 

 

Use When  Grouping common elements in an arrangement area and mixing console. 

 

Forces  • Many different pieces of sonic material may comprise a composition; they must 

be organized into compositional parts. 

• A single editable region or a collection of regions comprises a logical part of 

the compositional whole. 

 

Solution  Allow users to group regions that form a particular component of a composition 

into a single space and provide controls for globally altering certain parameters 

that affect all sonic material contained in this space. 

 

This space is called a “track.”  Several different compositional components can be 

organized across several tracks.  For example, a composition may call for a rhythm 

guitar part and a bass guitar part.  When these parts are recorded into the arrangement 

area, the regions that comprise them are separated into two different tracks: a rhythm 

guitar track and a bass guitar track.  Tracks are identified by unique names.  Thus, the 

user can quickly discern one track from among several.  An individual track can 

contain audio or MIDI regions, but not both. 
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Solution  Certain qualities are applied globally to every region located within a particular track; 

these include volume, pan, plug-in effects inserts, and in/out routing (i.e. defining the 

input source and the output destination for the track).  Additional qualities are editable 

depending on whether a track holds audio or MIDI data.  Audio tracks contain 

equalization (EQ) and send-routing controls.  MIDI tracks contain controls that define 

channel, bank, and patch numbers. 

 

All tracks contain controls for muting (making the regions in the track no longer 

audible), soloing (making the regions in the track the only thing that is audible), and 

arming the track for recording.  When a track is armed to record, all recorded sonic 

material will be placed in that track. 

 

Rationale  Placing regions into tracks allows the user to further define the structure of the 

composition within the arrangement area; different regions are collated into logical 

compositional divisions. 

 

 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3: Two tracks in the Pro Tools Free arrangement area 

 

 

 

 

The two tracks in Figure 3 represent a single stereo track (Pro Tools Free represents 

stereo tracks as two mono tracks grouped together).  Comment areas, effect plug-in 

insert areas, auxiliary send routing areas, and input/output routing areas are all clearly 

labeled and easily discernable.  These four control areas behave identically to the same 

four control areas in the console mixer view.  Plug-ins are inserted into and removed 

from an audio track by left-clicking one of the dot buttons once and activating a menu 

from which plug-ins can be chosen or deleted (if they already exist).  Plug-in 
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Examples parameters are accessible by left-clicking once on the name of the plug-in after it has 

been inserted.  Auxiliary sends are inserted into and removed from an audio track by 

left-clicking once on the small diamond button, activating a menu from which one of 

eight stereo or sixteen mono busses can be chosen.  Auxiliary sends are added, 

removed, and accessed in the same manner as plug-ins.  MIDI tracks do not support 

auxiliary sends or effects inserts, so these areas are left blank (i.e. no dot or diamond 

buttons).  Input routing, output routing, automation settings, and MIDI patches are all 

accessed by left-clicking on their respective labels once. 

 

The standard track controls are located to the left of the comment area.  The four other 

control areas can be hidden via the “Display” menu in the menu bar, but the standard 

controls are always visible.  The track name (in this example either “Flange.L” or 

“Flange.R”) can be altered by double-clicking on it.  The triangle button to the right of 

the name label provides access to controls for duplicating the track.  The solo, mute, 

arm for record (“rec”), and automation selection (“read”) buttons are visible below the 

name label.  Directly below these are controls for altering the height of the track and 

selecting the type of data displayed within editable regions in the track.  By default, 

editable regions display waveforms.  However, the user can choose to view volume, 

pan, and mute automation envelopes that span the entire track.  This is accomplished 

by left-clicking once on the label that presently reads “waveform” and activating a 

menu from which a new display value can be chosen.  The track height can be altered 

by left-clicking once on the triangle button located on the right of the display type label 

and activating a menu from which the user can choose one of six different track heights 

(ranging from “mini” to “extreme”). 

 

Known Uses  Any arrangement area utilizes tracks. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area, Mixing Console 

 

 

 

 

  Editable Regions 
 

Problem  Users must quickly distinguish and edit the start time and duration for a 

collection of sonic material and they must also be able to recognize the type of 

data contained within that collection. 

 

Usability Principle  Structure 

 

Use When  Sonic data is displayed in an arrangement area. 

 

Forces  • Users should not have to treat MIDI and audio data differently when organizing 

them in a composition. 

• Users must quickly distinguish between different collections of sonic data. 

• The duration and location of sonic material must be flexible and easily editable. 
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Solution  Represent all sonic data as distinct rectangular regions that begin with the first 

sonic event and end with the last sonic event; all regions maintain the same 

functionality regardless of the type of data they contain. 

 

Regions typically contain MIDI event data or single- or multi-channel audio data.  A 

graphical representation of the data contained in the region is used to visually 

distinguish different regions from each other.  For example, audio data is represented 

as a visible waveform within the region; MIDI note data is represented by written notes 

on a staff or as notches in a piano-roll.  The left edge of the region indicates start time 

and the length of the region indicates duration.  A finer level of editing detail must be 

accessible from the region view of the data.  For example, MIDI event data editors can 

be opened by double-clicking on the region that contains it.  A mode cursor (Welie & 

Trætteberg, 2000) is used to edit region durations, region locations, and fades.  When 

the cursor is placed on the left or right edge of the region, it changes modes into a tool 

that allows the user to manipulate the duration of the region from its end or beginning, 

respectively; changing he duration of a region this way is non-destructive (no data is 

lost).  If the cursor is placed more towards the middle of the region, it changes into a 

tool that allows the user to move the region around the arrangement area.  Editing 

region durations and locations can be further facilitated by an arrangement grid.  If the 

mode cursor is placed on the top corner of either the left or right edge of a region, the 

user can add fades to either the beginning or end of the region (i.e. fade-in or fade-out).  

Regions that contain the same type of data (i.e. audio or MIDI event data) can be 

merged together into a single region or split apart into multiple regions. 

 

Rationale  Regions behave identically regardless of the sonic material they contain.  Thus, users 

are able to produce a cognitive model of the system in which all sonic data are treated 

identically in the arrangement area.  At the same time, different regions carry visual 

descriptions of the data they contain, allowing each region to be identifiable among a 

collection of regions.  Tying the left-edge position and the length of regions to the 

start-time and duration of the compositional elements they represent helps convey the 

structure of the composition when it is viewed in the arrangement area. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4: A fade-in being added to an audio region in Sonar 3.1 
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Examples Figure 4 demonstrates the audio fade functionality of Sonar.  Audio fade functionality 

becomes active whenever the cursor is placed in the upper left or right corners of the 

region, performing a fade-in or fade-out, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5: Three editable regions displayed in the  

arrangement area of Sonar 3.1 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 5, the bottom two regions have been expanded to show greater detail.  The 

region entitled “Take 1” is a MIDI region.  MIDI note data is represented as thin bars; 

the location of a bar and its length correspond to the start time and duration of each 

note.  A bar’s vertical position indicates the pitch of the note that it represents.  The 

region entitled “Record 18” is an audio region.  A waveform displayed within the 

region conveys the shape of a sound wave; this waveform is a literal representation of 

the sound produced when the region is played back.  In this example the “Record 18” 

region has been split into two separate regions at the position of the playback bar 

(measure three). 
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Examples 

 
Figure 6: The Pro Tools Free duration editor 

 

 

 

 

When the control in Figure 6 is active and placed on the right side of a region, it edits 

the duration of the region; when it is placed on the left side, it edits region start time by 

non-destructively deleting sonic data from the beginning of the region. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Moving two editable regions in Pro Tools Free 

 

 

 

 

As Figure 7 shows, the user moves regions by "grabbing" them. This involves clicking 

within the region anywhere away from its edges and holding the mouse button down 

while moving the region to a new location.  The arrangement grid is activated with the 

resolution set to 16
th
 notes; therefore, the region start times automatically snap into 16

th
 

note denominations as they are being moved.  Outlines of the regions are visible for as 

long as the regions are being moved. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid, Sound Forge. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area, Arrangement Grid, Mode Cursor 
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 Plug-in Management 
 

Problem  The user wants to incorporate software instruments or special effects into an 

arrangement. 

 

Usability Principle  Structure 

 

Use When  The user is working with an arrangement area or mixing console. 

 

Forces  • A vast library of special effects (for both MIDI and audio data) and software 

instruments has been produced by different manufacturers as audio plug-ins. 

• Sometimes different effects must be chained together to produce a desired 

sound. 

• Effect or instrument parameters must be easily accessible from the arrangement 

area or the mixing console. 

• Effects must be easily bypassed. 

 

Solution  Devote a portion of the track space to plug-in entry and management. 

 

Within this area, plug-in entries are displayed as an ordered list.  Plug-ins are added via 

a menu from which all installed plug-ins can be selected.  Plug-in parameters are 

accessible directly from the list (for example, by double-clicking on the name of a 

particular plug-in in the list).  Plug-in order can be easily manipulated within the list 

(via direct manipulation) and plug-ins can be bypassed directly from the list.  An 

unlimited number of effects can be added to any track and an unlimited number of 

software instruments can be incorporated into an arrangement (at least as much as 

system resource restrictions will allow).  When special effects are added to a track, all 

sonic material within the track is influenced by the effects. 

 

  At least one popular plug-in format must be supported; these include VST, DX (for 

Windows), and AU (for Macintosh).  Typically, VST is supported in addition to DX or 

AU. 

 

Rationale  Special effects plug-ins provide novel ways to reinvent sonic material.  They are, along 

with software synthesizers, powerful tools that augment the user’s creative arsenal.  

Both special effects and software instruments can be quickly integrated into an 

arrangement via plug-in support. 
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Examples  

 
Figure 8: The plug-in management  

in the Sonar 3.1 arrangement area 

 

 

 

 

As demonstrated by Figure 8, plug-ins are added by left-clicking in the management 

space and holding the button down briefly until the menu displayed in this example 

appears.  From this menu, special effects or software instruments can be added to the 

management area.  An effect already exists for the track in this example (“REQ 4 

bands”) and is active.  Plug-in parameters are accessed by double-clicking on the plug-

in name.  Plug-in order can be easily changed by dragging the name of the plug-in to a 

different location in the list.  Effects can be activated and deactivated by clicking once 

on the square next to the plug-in name.  If the plug-in is active the square is green, 

otherwise it is grey.  The functionality of the plug-in management area is identical for 

tracks in the mixing console.  Sonar supports the DirectX plug-in format 
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Examples  

 
Figure 9: The Pro Tools Free plug-in management area 

 

 

 

 

As illustrated by Figure 9, the Pro Tools plug-in management areas are the vertically-

oriented dotted lists at the top of this example.  Plug-ins are inserted into and removed 

from a track by left-clicking a dot button once and thus activating a menu from which 

plug-ins can be chosen or deleted (if they already exist in the management area).  Only 

five plug-ins are allowed per track.  Plug-in parameters are accessible by left-clicking 

once on the name of the plug-in after it has been inserted.  In this example, a 

compressor effect has been inserted into a track in the mixing console; by clicking on 

the name of the effect (“Comprssr”), a detailed view of the parameters for the effect 

becomes accessible.  Effects are bypassed from the plug-in parameter dialog.  Once a 

list of plug-ins has been inserted, plug-in order is not easily changed.  Pro Tools Free 

supports the AudioSuite plug-in format. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid. 

 

Related Patterns  Tracks 
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Simplicity 

 

  Arrangement Grid 
 

Problem  Users need to move editable regions accurately within the rhythmic structure of 

the arrangement area. 

 

Usability Principle  Simplicity 

 

Use When  Anytime the user wishes to arrange editable regions with precision. 

 

Forces  • Sonic material must often conform to rigid rhythmic organizations within an 

arrangement area. 

• Accurately placing regions into rhythmic divisions in an arrangement area 

would require great manual dexterity by the user if they were to manipulate 

regions via unaided direct manipulation. 

 

Solution  Allow directly manipulated regions to “snap” into a grid of rhythmic divisions 

according to a user-defined resolution. 

 

Regions “snap” into the grid as the user manipulates the region.  Martin van Welie’s 

Magnetism pattern (Welie, 2003a) describes this behavior.  The “snap” functionality 

applies to situations where users move entire regions or when they editing region 

durations.  If necessary, the user can choose to turn off the “snap” functionality of the 

arrangement grid so that regions move freely about the arrangement area as they are 

manipulated. 

 

Rationale  The increased accuracy of region movement provided by the arrangement grid allows 

users to easily conform sonic material to the rhythmic structure of an arrangement. 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 10: The Pro Tools arrangement grid controls 
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Examples  As illustrated by Figure 10, the Pro Tools arrangement grid is activated on the upper 

left side of the screen and the resolution is set on the upper right side of the screen (in 

the “Grid” drop-down list).  The rhythmic structure of the arrangement grid can be 

defined two ways: by left-clicking on the dot button next to one of the timelines (left 

side of this example) and by selecting the desired rhythmic structure from the drop-

down menu associated with the “Main” display (right side of this example).  To 

deactivate the grid, the user changes into one of the three other edit states (slip, shuffle, 

or spot); only one state is active at any time.  The vertical ruler marks in the 

arrangement area follow the grid resolution. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: The Sonar 3.1 arrangement grid dialog 

 

 

 

 

As demonstrated by Figure 11, several “snap” options are available from the Sonar 

arrangement grid dialog.  The user can choose to snap to a rhythmic division, to 

individual events in MIDI regions, to markers, to the edges of editable regions, or to a 

user-defined irregular resolution (“Absolute Time”).  The “snap mode” determines 

whether, when moving a region, it snaps to the grid at the defined rhythmic division or 

it moves by the division, without snapping to anything.  The “Move By” mode is not 

very useful and can actually be counter-productive if the user is expecting regions to 

snap into rhythmic divisions when the arrangement grid is activated. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area, Magnetism 
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  Basic Toolbox 
 

Problem  All sonic material needs to be selected, created, and edited across all arrangement 

and editing areas in a consistent manner. 

 

Usability Principle  Simplicity 

 

Use When  The user wishes to manipulate editable regions, edit audio file data, or edit MIDI 

sequence data. 

 

Forces  • Users need a set of tools that are applied consistently no matter what type of 

sonic data is being manipulated. 

• Users may need to apply edits to single sonic events, groups of sonic events, or 

areas within a particular sonic event. 

 

Solution  Provide magnify, select, and create/edit tools that are accessible from the 

arrangement area and all other edit views. 

 

The buttons that activate these tools should be grouped together.  A mode cursor 

(Welie & Trætteberg, 2003) is used to indicate which tool is active at any time.  When 

the magnifying tool is active, the cursor resembles a magnifying glass.  Magnifying a 

portion of an arrangement area is accomplished by creating a box with the cursor; 

anything within this box will then be magnified to take up a larger portion of the 

arrangement area.  The create/edit mode cursor resembles a pencil.  The function of the 

pencil is dependant on the type of data being manipulated.  The pencil can be used to 

create different types of MIDI event data, create empty regions in the arrangement 

area, or create waveforms that represent audio data.  The pencil can also be used to 

redraw existing audio waveforms and MIDI event data.  The pencil tool is often 

complimented by an eraser tool that deletes whole regions or data within regions.  The 

select tool is used to highlight multiple regions in the arrangement space or a specific 

range of data within an editable region.  Any sonic material that has been selected can 

be manipulated independently of other data in the arrangement. 

 

Rationale  Providing a small set of tools for all editing tasks within arrangement areas or editable 

regions increases the ease with which users learn the functionality of the system.  By 

making these tools visible everywhere at any time, users can quickly alter sonic 

material when necessary. 

 

 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12: The Sound  

Forge toolbox 
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Examples In Figure 12, the three basic toolbox controls are grouped together in a toolbar above 

the arrangement area.  From left to right: select, magnify, and create/edit (pencil). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: The magnify tool in Logic Audio Platinum 4.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 As demonstrated in Figure 13, users drag a box around regions in the arrangement area 

to zoom in on them; basically, whatever is in the box at the point the user finishes 

dragging (i.e. when they release the mouse button) is scaled to fit the entirety of the 

arrangement area.  This process can be repeated continuously on ever smaller portions 

of the arrangement until no further magnification is possible.  Users simply click on the 

grey background of the arrangement area at any level of magnification to zoom out to 

the prior magnification level.  This provides a very quick way to get a closer look at 

specific regions and then get back to a larger view of the arrangement area. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14: The pencil tool applied to MIDI note data  

in Sonar 3.1 
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Examples 

 

Figure 14 demonstrates a piano-roll view of MIDI note data where the user can “draw” 

individual notes.  The pitch and start time of the note is dependant on where the cursor 

is when the user presses the mouse button.  The duration of the note can be edited by 

moving the mouse in a horizontal plane as long as the button is held down.  Once the 

button is released, start time, pitch, and duration are established.  Through the virtues 

of direct manipulation, an entire song could be composed by using the mouse alone 

(though this would be an arduous task). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15: Redrawing a sound wave in Sound Forge 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 15, the original sound wave is indicated with a dark blue color and the 

revision is indicated with a black color.  In this example, the user is in the middle of an 

edit. 
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Examples 

 
Figure 16: The Sound Forge Select tool 

 

 

 

 

Using the select tool displayed in Figure 16 (the cursor is located beneath the 

waveform, to the right of the selected area), an area is selected within a region 

representing a stereo sound file.  This area can be treated as a separate editable region 

as long as it is selected.  In other words, it can be moved, copied, deleted, and 

otherwise manipulated independent of the rest of the audio data that surrounds it. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid, Sound Forge. 

 

Related Patterns  Editable Regions, Arrangement Area, Mode Cursor 

 

 

 

 

  Audio File Palette 
 

Problem  Users have sound files spread throughout different directories within a file system 

that they would like to use in a composition. 

 

Usability Principle  Simplicity 

 

Use When  A particular sound file or group of sound files must be found and then incorporated 

into an arrangement area. 
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Forces  • Users don’t want to leave the arrangement area to discover potentially useful 

sonic material. 

• Filenames are a particularly poor way to describe how a particular audio file 

sounds, so users must be able to listen to a file before they commit it to the 

arrangement area. 

 

Solution  Integrate a file explorer or audio window into the arrangement area that allows 

users to quickly browse through directories until they’ve found a file they want. 

 

Once a file is found, it can be placed within the arrangement area by dragging and 

dropping it into the arrangement area or by double-clicking on it.  A preview function 

should be provided so that the user can listen to the sound file before deciding to 

incorporate it into the arrangement area.  The preview is activated anytime the user 

clicks on a sound file name. 

 

Rationale  The functionality provided by the audio palette greatly expedites the compositional 

process if the user is relying on a vast store of existing sound files.  In other words, an 

audio palette allows users to quickly sift through potentially large volumes of sound 

files to discover useful compositional material. 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17: The Logic Audio platinum 4.8 Audio Window 
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Examples Audio files are deposited into the window displayed in Figure 17 from an “open file” 

Windows dialog where audio files can be previewed.  Once files have been deposited 

into the Audio Window, they can be dragged and dropped into the arrangement area as 

editable regions.  The Audio Window also tracks changes made to editable audio 

regions in the arrangement.  For example, the last file in this window 

(“NewSchool1Loop”) has been sliced into several different regions in the arrangement 

area.  Each region is listed below the filename with a graphic representation of the 

portion of the audio file that the region represents.  Any region can be previewed in the 

Audio Window by selecting the region and clicking the speaker button on the left side 

of the window (third button from the top). 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 18: The Vegas 1.0 Explorer 

 

 

 

 

The Explorer displayed in Figure 18 is located at the bottom left corner of the screen 

by default.  It behaves in exactly the same manner as the Microsoft Windows Explorer, 

with the exception that only the audio file-types that can be arranged in Vegas are 

displayed.  Files are incorporated into the arrangement area by dragging and dropping 

them from the Explorer.  Each file can be previewed from the Explorer. 

 

Known Uses  Vegas, Acid, Logic Audio Platinum (via the Audio Window). 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area 
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 Sonic Event Envelope 
 

Problem  Users must see how changes to certain track and region parameters affect sonic 

material and they must be able to edit these parameters at any instance within a 

track or region. 

 

Usability Principle  Simplicity 

 

Use When  Track and region parameters can be represented as a continuous series of values. 

 

Forces  Certain global track and region parameters may need to change their values over time 

in an arrangement. 

 

Solution  Represent track and region parameters that may change over time as envelopes 

that can be directly manipulated by the user. 

 

Envelopes are presented on-screen as straight or curved lines to which users add nodes.  

These envelope nodes act as handles that the user can manipulate to create and edit the 

shape of the envelope.  As the user manipulates a node, the numerical value of the 

parameter being changed should be displayed as it is changed.  An envelope must be 

able to assume the shape of a straight line, a gently sloped curve, a sharply sloped 

curve, and a disjointed jump from one value to another. 

 

MIDI parameters that may change over time include velocity, volume, pan, and system 

exclusive (SysEx) data.  MIDI channel, patch, bank assignments, and in/out routing are 

not among these parameters.  Audio parameters that may change over time include 

volume, pan, effects sends, and specific plug-in parameters.  Audio routing (in, out, 

and send) are not among these parameters. 

 

Rationale  Users can see at a glance all values for a given audio or MIDI parameter by looking at 

the event envelope that represents the parameter.  Any time-sensitive parameter can be 

quickly altered at any instance in the arrangement area via direct manipulation. 

 

 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 19: Changing the value of an envelope node in Vegas 1.0 
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Examples The nodes displayed in Figure 19 can be moved anywhere within the track.  As a node 

is manipulated, a tool-tip displays the type of data being edited, the value of the node, 

and its location. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 20: Drawing an envelope in Pro Tools Free 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 20, the pencil tool (set to “Free Hand” mode) is being used to draw in the 

nodes that define a volume envelope.  The value of the envelope at the location of the 

pencil is displayed as the envelope is being drawn (-33.3 db in this example).  Nodes 

can still be moved around individually by using the select tool. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid. 

 

Related Patterns  Tracks, Editable Regions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Compatible Audio Data 
 

Problem  Users need to be able to incorporate sound files encompassing different file 

formats, sample rates, and bit depths into the same arrangement. 

 

Usability Principle  Simplicity 

 

Use When  Different sound files can be arranged together to make a new sonic amalgam. 

 

Forces 

 

 

 

 • Sound files can be recorded, purchased, or downloaded in a variety of standard 

formats and they may have different sample rate and bit-depth properties. 

• Sound files recorded outside of the arrangement area must be easily 

incorporated within the arrangement. 
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Forces • Unwanted pitch shifts will occur when a sound file is played back at a different 

sample rate other than the sample rate specified by the file. 

• Converting audio data into different formats is an excessive burden to the user. 

 

Solution  Allow sound files with different sample rates, file formats, and bit depths to be 

incorporated into an arrangement area without changing the properties of the 

file. 

 

Sound files played back from an arrangement area should sound exactly the same as 

when they were created or last edited regardless of their file properties.  MP3, WAV, 

and AIF are among some of the popular audio file formats that should be supported by 

an arrangement area. 

 

Rationale  Treating sound files identically in the arrangement area regardless of their file type, 

sample rate, and bit-depth allows users to focus on compositional activities without 

concern for the irrelevant details of the audio data they use.  Users will not have to take 

the extra step of converting files into a particular format that is recognized by an 

arrangement area. 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 21: Two sound files of different formats 

 arranged together in Vegas 1.0 

 

 

 

 

The region displayed in track 1 of in Figure 21 is a WAV file while the region 

displayed in track 2 is an MP3 file.  These files were incorporated into the arrangement 

using the Vegas audio file palette; the process was identical for each file.  The two files 

each sound the same arranged together as they would if played separately in any other 

program.  In other words, their sound is not altered in any way when they are placed 

into the Vegas arrangement area. 

 

Known Uses  Vegas, Sound Forge, Sonar 3.1 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area 
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Visibility 

 

  Toggle View State 
 

Problem  Users do not want to see items that aren’t relevant to their compositional tasks. 

 

Usability Principle  Visibility 

 

Use When  Anytime on-screen elements are accessed infrequently. 

 

Forces  • When editing MIDI data, the user may only need to view a few types of MIDI 

events at a time. 

• In the arrangement area or mixing console, the number of on-screen tracks can 

become large enough to make navigating the space difficult. 

• Viewing all mix parameters at the same time on the mixing console may clutter 

the screen. 

 

Solution  Provide the means for the user to hide or show tracks and editable parameters. 

 

This includes tracks in the arrangement and mixing spaces and MIDI event data in an 

event editing dialog.  MIDI events and mixing console parameter views can be toggled 

on and off with buttons dedicated to particular events or parameters.  Tracks vary in 

number, so they can not be toggled on and off with dedicated buttons.  Rather, utilize a 

view state dialog that lists all tracks in an arrangement area or mixing console and 

allow the user to control the visibility of each track from this list. 

 

Rationale  Users can maximize screen real-estate by hiding the elements they are not interested in.  

Whenever it becomes necessary to view or edit one of these elements, they can easily 

choose to show it again. 
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Examples  

 
Figure 22: The Pro Tools Free  

view state toggle control 

 

 

 

 

As demonstrated by Figure 22, Pro Tools uses a show/hide list to toggle the view state 

of tracks in the arrangement area and in the mixing console. The view state of tracks in 

the arrangement area is independent of the view state of tracks in the mixing console. 

To change the view state of a track, the user simply clicks on the track’s name in the 

show/hide list. The track name is highlighted blue when a track is visible; otherwise the 

track name is not highlighted. The view state of the list itself can be changed by 

clicking on the double-triangle button directly to the right of the “Show/Hide” label. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23: The Logic Audio platinum 4.8 

 MIDI event view toggle buttons 

 

 

 

 

In Logic Audio Platinum, the user can toggle the view state of individual MIDI events 

in the MIDI event list. If a button displayed in Figure 23 is highlighted green, then the 

corresponding event is displayed in the list. 
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Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area, Mixing Console 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Markers 
 

Problem  Users must be able to associate comments with specific events in an arrangement 

area and quickly navigate to these events. 

 

Usability Principle  Visibility 

 

Use When  The user wants to bookmark a particular place within an arrangement. 

 

Forces  • Musical compositions are often comprised of distinct sections of music that 

must by identifiable. 

• As arrangements grow, finding specific events throughout the length of the 

arrangement becomes increasingly difficult. 

 

Solution  Allow users to insert uniquely named markers at any point along the timeline of 

the arrangement. 

 

Markers appear as flags with associated names in the timeline at the top of the 

arrangement area.  They are inserted via a dialog in which the user must enter the name 

of the marker.  Once markers have been inserted, marker names can be edited by 

double clicking on the marker head.  Left-clicking on a marker head with the mouse 

moves the playback bar to the marker’s position.  Marker position can be edited after 

insertion via direct manipulation; by grabbing the marker head with the mouse pointer, 

the user can drag it to any location along the timeline.  Users can rename or delete 

markers via a context-sensitive menu that is activated by right-clicking on the marker 

head.  Additionally, markers can be viewed, edited, and deleted from a marker list.  

This list displays the name and location of all markers within the timeline.  The list is 

organized according to marker location; i.e. the first item in the list is the first item 

along the timeline.  Selecting a marker in the list (e.g. left-clicking on it once with the 

mouse) moves the playback bar to the marker’s location. 

 

Rationale  Markers allow users to specify their own conceptual regions within an arrangement so 

that they can discern different areas of a composition at a glance.  Further, markers can 

be used to organize any arrangement into a collection of distinct sections. 
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Examples  

 
Figure 24: The Sonar 3.1 marker list 

 

 

 

 

Markers are added by clicking the “+” button in the upper left corner of Figure 24. 

When a marker is selected, it is highlighted blue and the three other buttons become 

active, allowing the user to delete the marker entry, edit the marker properties (i.e. 

name and location), or lock the marker into place so that it can not be moved from its 

current location. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 25: Sonar 3.1 markers displayed in the timeline 

 

 

 

 

New markers can be added directly into the timeline displayed in Figure 25 by right-

clicking on the timeline and choosing “Insert Marker.” Once a marker has been added, 

its properties can be edited by right-clicking on the marker head. A marker’s location 

can be changed by grabbing the marker head in the timeline and moving it to a new 

location. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid, Sound Forge. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area, Arrangement Timeline 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Arrangement Timeline 
 

Problem  Users need to reference sonic events with some type of rhythmic structure. 

 

Usability Principle  Visibility 
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Use When  Anytime an arrangement area is used. 

 

Forces  • Users must know where every sonic element is located in relation to the length 

of the entire composition. 

• Users must know where sonic material is located relative to the rhythmic 

structure of the arrangement. 

 

Solution  Place a timeline at the top of the arrangement area that corresponds to the 

rhythmic structure defined for the arrangement. 

 

The timeline follows the rhythmic format of the arrangement, for example: 3/4 time, 

4/4 time, SMPTE, samples, etc.  The timeline is sensitive to the magnification of the 

arrangement space.  For example, if the user specifies 4/4 meter for an arrangement, at 

different magnifications the timeline will show measures with four quarter-note beat 

divisions or quarter-notes with four 16
th
-note divisions, etc.  The timeline is always 

visible in the arrangement area. 

 

Rationale  The user is provided a quick reference to the rhythmic structure occupied by editable 

regions contained in an arrangement area. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 26: Three separate timelines displayed at  

the top of the Pro Tools Free arrangement area 

 

 

 

 

In Pro Tools, users can choose to display all three ruler formats illustrated in Figure 26 

at once: bars and beats, minutes and seconds, and samples.  The bars and beats timeline 

is always displayed (it cannot be hidden), and the other two bars are optional.  Users 

select the additional timelines they wish to see via the “Display” menu. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 27: The Logic Audio Platinum 4.8  

timeline at a low magnification level 
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Examples 

 
Figure 28: The Logic Audio Platinum 4.8  

timeline at a high magnification level 

 

 

 

 

Figures 27 and 28 demonstrate the relationship between timelines and arrangement 

area magnification levels.  Both examples are from the same arrangement area viewed 

at different magnifications.  The arrangement area in Figure 27 is at a low 

magnification, so more measures of sonic material can be shown (49 measures in this 

example).  At a higher magnification level (Figure 28), sonic material is displayed in 

greater detail, thus fewer measures are displayed (9 measures in this example, with 

visible beat divisions).  Incidentally, Logic Audio Platinum 4.8 only displays bar and 

beat information in the timeline. 

 

Known Uses  Any arrangement area utilizes a timeline. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area 

 

Feedback 

 

 

 

 Playback Bar 
 

Problem  Users must be aware of the playback or record starting point and the progress of 

playback or recording within an arrangement area. 

 

Usability Principle  Feedback 

 

Use When  Anytime an arrangement area is used. 

 

Forces  • Users require a visual association between what they see in the arrangement 

area and the sounds they hear during playback and recording. 

• Users must be able to quickly change the location from which playback or 

recording begins. 

 

Solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Include in the arrangement area a vertical playback bar that indicates playback 

and recording progress at any instant in time. 

 

This bar advances horizontally along the length of the arrangement area as playback or 

recording occurs.  When playback or recording is not active, the playback bar’s 

position indicates where playback or recording will begin when either playback or 

recording is activated.  The position of the playback bar is changed by left-clicking 

within the arrangement area beneath the timeline or by left-clicking directly on the 

timeline.  The bar extends from the timeline to at least the last track in the arrangement 
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Solution space.  When the playback bar reaches the right edge of the visible arrangement area, 

the arrangement area scrolls beneath the playback bar until playback or recording has 

finished. 

 

Rationale  Users will know what events they are hearing at any point in time.  They can localize 

playback to specific areas within an arrangement, focusing on different elements of a 

composition, when necessary. 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 29: The Pro Tools Free 

 playback bar 

 

 

 

 

As demonstrated by Figure 29, the Pro Tools Free playback bar is a solid black line 

that starts below whatever timelines are active and vertically traverses the arrangement 

area to the bottom of the last track.  Track edge colors are inverted under the playback 

bar. 

 

Known Uses  Any arrangement area utilizes a playback bar. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area 
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Tolerance 

 

 

 

 Step Record 
 

Problem  The user wants to record a MIDI sequence without having to perform the 

sequence. 

 

Usability Principle  Tolerance 

 

Use When  A musical part is too difficult for the user to record by performing it live. 

 

Forces  • Users may want to record a sequence without having to worry about their 

timing. 

• Trying to keep time when playing a difficult part can be overly demanding, 

even at a slow tempo. 

 

Solution  Record MIDI notes one at a time and place them into the correct rhythmic 

divisions as the user enters them. 

 

The user defines the rhythmic value (the “step size”) for the note(s) they are entering 

and any note entered thereafter conforms to that value.  Rhythmic values can be 

changed on a per-note basis.  For example, the user could step record some whole-

notes and then change the rhythmic value to record half-notes; each note is recorded as 

part of the same sequence.  Note duration can be set independently of the step size so 

that notes are either longer or shorter than the step size.  The user can also choose 

whether they want to advance to the next step or not after each note is entered. 

 

Rationale  Users can take as much time as they need to record a sequence.  This is advantageous 

to the user if performing a musical part demands more skill than the user is capable of. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 30: Step record controls in Cubase SX 

 

 

 

 

Step recording in Cubase SX is similar to step recording in Logic Audio, with a small 

amount of added flexibility.  Step recording can occur from any MIDI editing view in 

Cubase (event list, score, or piano-roll).  In Figure 30, the status of step recording 

(whether it is activated or not) is indicated by the “foot” toggle button near the top right 

of the screen.  If step recording is active, this button illuminates blue, otherwise it is 
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Examples grey.  The step size is defined via the “Quantize” drop-down menu and the duration is 

defined via the “Length Quant.” drop-down menu (by default the duration follows the 

step size).  The three buttons farthest to the right in this example determine what types 

of data will be recorded as keys are pressed on the MIDI interface controller.  The three 

options are: note pitch, the velocity of a key as it is pressed (NoteOn velocity), and the 

velocity of a key as it is released (NoteOff velocity).  By pressing the right arrow key 

on the keyboard, users can advance the record position without entering any note data 

(effectively entering a rest). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Figure 31: The Sonar 3.1 step record dialog 

 

 

 

 

The step record dialog displayed in Figure 31 is accessed via the “Transport” menu 

from the standard menu bar at the top of the screen.  The step size and duration of the 

notes being recorded can be set independent of each other (by default, the duration of 

recorded notes is the same as the step size).  By default, the recording location is 

automatically advanced by the step size as notes are entered by default.  However, this 

can be disabled, allowing users to advance the recording location manually via the 

“Advance” button.  Any notes that have been recorded at any given location can be 

deleted by moving to that location and clicking the “Delete” button (inactive in this 

example since no notes have been recorded).  The record location can be changed by 
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Examples the user from the horizontal scroll bar or text-entry box near the bottom of the screen.  

Clicking the left or right scroll buttons advances the record location in either direction 

by the step size without altering any data (rests are entered by clicking the right scroll 

button).  The “Pattern” text entry box allows users to enter in a rhythmic pattern of 

steps and rests using numbers to denote notes and periods to denote rests.  This is a 

confounding option that is extremely unintuitive and should probably have been left 

out by the developers; fortunately, it is easily ignored. 

   

 

 

 

 
Figure 32: Step recording in Logic Audio Platinum 4.8 

 

 

 

 

Step recording can occur from any MIDI editing view in Logic (event list, score, or 

piano-roll).  As illustrated in Figure 32, the status of step recording (whether it is 

activated or not) is indicated by the “MIDI IN” toggle button at the top left of the 

screen.  If step recording is active, this button illuminates red, otherwise it is grey.  The 

step size is defined from the transport controls (via the same control that determines the 

arrangement grid resolution).  Individual notes and chords are entered at the location of 

the playback bar, which automatically advances by the step size after notes are entered.  

By pressing the Tab key on the keyboard, users can advance the record position 

without entering any note data (effectively entering a rest). 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio. 
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  Quantization 
 

Problem  When a user records a live performance into a computer via MIDI they may not 

be able to keep time effectively, causing unintended rhythmic irregularities in the 

sequence. 

 

Usability Principle  Tolerance 

 

Use When  During the recording of a performance or after the performance has been recorded as a 

MIDI sequence. 

 

Forces  Any inaccuracies in performance will sound like errors when played back. 

 

Solution  Adjust any inaccurately played notes so that they move to the closest specified 

rhythmic division. 

 

The user defines the quantization resolution as the rhythmic division to which notes 

conform.  Any notes played within proximity of this rhythmic division will be 

automatically adjusted to fit that division.  In other words, when notes are played such 

that their timing is off, note start times are automatically adjusted to fall on the closest 

rhythmic division specified by the quantize resolution.  Quantization can be applied to 

the user’s performance as it is played, or it can be applied after the user has recorded a 

sequence.  Either way, the performer’s original performance (inaccurate timing and all) 

is not lost; quantization can be deactivated to recover the recording of the performance 

exactly as played by the user.  Note durations can also be quantized along with note 

start times. 

 

If a performance is quantized too rigidly, it can sound mechanical.  To counter this, the 

strength of the quantization can be adjusted to vary the degree to which notes conform 

to rhythmic divisions.  This is useful if the user wants to maintain slight timing 

variations in their performance.  Additional rhythmic variation can be provided to give 

a sequence a “swing” feel.  For example, a sequence of eighth notes will sound more 

like eighth-note triplets.  The “swing” of the quantize resolution can be adjusted so that 

notes conform to a rhythmic resolution that is spaced unevenly. 

 

Rationale  If the user is not proficient in any instrument but still wishes to record sequences by 

performing them, quantization helps them to keep accurate timing.  Additionally, users 

who are proficient on the instrument they are using as a MIDI interface controller can 

correct any slight inaccuracies in their otherwise accurate performances by quantizing 

them. 
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Examples  

 
Figure 33: Quantization settings in Logic Audio Platinum 4.8 

 

 

 

 

Quantization resolution is defined per track in the upper left corner of Figure 33 (notice 

the highlighted “Qua” field).  By default quantization is turned off, but it can be set 

easily via a drop-down menu that appears by clicking the quantization value to the 

right of the “Qua” label.  A great variety of possible resolutions are selectable from this 

menu, including normal quantization (1/1 to 1/64 note), triplet quantization (1/3 to 1/96 

note), a number of pre-defined swing variations, and several odd quantization 

options(e.g. novetuplets and septuplets).  Quantization is non-destructive; it can be 

turned off at any time to recover the timing of the original performance.  Users can 

choose to make quantization changes permanent via a “Fix Quantize” command buried 

in the main menu bar at the top of the screen.  Extended quantization parameters 

(including swing percentage) are also accessible via the menu bar. 
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Examples  

 
Figure 34: The Sonar 3.1 quantization dialog 

 

 

 

 

In Sonar 3.1, quantization always occurs after MIDI data has been recorded into the 

arrangement area.  In other words, there is no option to quantize notes as they are input 

while recording a performance.  As demonstrated by Figure 34, the resolution ranges 

from whole notes to 32
nd

 triplet.  The user can select what gets quantized via the 

“Change” options.  Additional properties that alter resolution are accessible via the 

“Options” list (most importantly, the swing property is editable from this section).  

Users can save their quantization settings as templates by typing unique names into the 

drop-down menu at the top of the dialog and clicking the adjacent save button.  

Additionally, users can preview the results of their quantization settings via the 

“Audition” button on the right of the dialog.  The variety of modifiable quantization 

properties provided by Sonar allows extreme flexibility to the user when they are 

quantizing MIDI data.  Unfortunately, the inability to automatically quantize data as it 

is recorded is a grave omission of important functionality.  Also rather unfortunate is 

the fact that whenever data is quantized, the timing of the original recording is lost. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 35: A series of MIDI notes prior to quantization in Sonar 3.1 
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Examples  Notice how the ends of the horizontal bars that represent note data in Figure 35 do not 

align exactly with the vertical lines that denote 16
th
 note divisions. 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 36: A series of MIDI notes after quantization in Sonar 3.1 

 

 

 

 

In Figure 36, the same series of notes from Figure 35 have been quantized to a 16
th
 

note resolution (both durations and start-times are quantized).  The bar-ends now fall 

directly on 16
th

 note divisions. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio. 

 

Reuse 

 

 

 

 Mixing Console 
 

Problem  Users need a space where they can blend different pieces of sonic material 

together into a single entity. 

 

Usability Principle  Reuse 

 

Use When  There are multiple tracks that define a composition. 

 

Forces  • Once sonic material has been recorded and arranged, individual compositional 

parts must still be combined into a single cohesive part. 

• Anyone that has an interest in audio has seen a mixer and generally knows what 

it is used for. 

 

Solution  Provide a software mixing console that mimics the layout and functionality of a 

hardware mixer. 

 

 

 

 

 Tracks are represented as mixing console channel strips which contain the features 

common to hardware mixers: volume, pan, sound effect sends/returns, sound effect 

inserts, EQ, soloing/muting, audio in/out routing, and automation.  Additional features 
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Solution provided by a software mixing console include unlimited channel strips and the ability 

to group channels.  MIDI and audio tracks are represented together on the console, and 

the track layout of the console follows the track layout of the arrangement area.  In 

other words, there is a mapping between the orders of the tracks on the two different 

screens. 

 

Rationale  The mixing console is a time-tested interface that most musicians and all audio 

professionals are already familiar with. 

 

 

 

 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 37: The Sonar 3.1 mixing console 
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Examples In Figure 37, the channel strips that have brown name labels (at the bottom of each 

strip) represent MIDI tracks and the channel strips that have green labels represent 

audio and software instrument tracks.  Track names can be edited by double-clicking 

on the name label of any track.  Tracks in the console are not displayed with track 

numbers (though track numbers are displayed in the arrangement area).  Track order in 

the console corresponds to track order in the arrangement area.  The channel strips for 

audio and software instrument tracks are almost identical except for the lack of a 

record-arm button on the software instrument channel strips.  The layout of the channel 

strip is easily discernable from the console layout guide on the left of the screen.  

Below this guide are the view state buttons.  From top to bottom, each strip contains: 

equalization (EQ) controls, an effects plug-in management area, an auxiliary send 

control area, mute/solo/arm for record buttons, a pan control, a volume fader, an output 

routing area, and a name label.  Two controls that are not being displayed in this 

example are the input routing controls and a graphical plot display for the EQ.  Audio 

and software instrument channel strips have volume meters while MIDI channel strips 

do not.  For MIDI channel strips, the auxiliary send area displays MIDI channel, patch, 

and bank selectors.  Send level and send pan controls for audio tracks are represented 

as rotating knobs, but all other parameters that are typically controlled by a rotating 

knob on a hardware mixer (i.e. pan, EQ, and input gain) are controlled by what is in 

effect a horizontal slider.  The value of one of these parameters is conveyed by a green 

bar that can be directly manipulated using the mouse.  For example, to pan a track to 

the left, the user grabs the green bar in the pan control and drags it left. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio. 

 

Related Patterns  Tracks 

 

 

 

 

  Transport Controls 
 

Problem  Users must control recording and playback of their arrangement. 

 

Usability Principle  Reuse 

 

Use When  Whenever it is necessary to play and record MIDI or audio data. 

 

Forces  The ability to monitor and record sonic material is fundamental to any compositional 

process. 

 

Solution 

 

 

 

 

 Provide a collection of controls that have the same behavior and appearance as 

the playback and recording controls found on a tape player and compact disk 

player. 
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Solution These include: Fast forward, Reverse, Play, Record, Stop, Go to end, Go to beginning, 

and Pause.  The time elapsed in the arrangement (i.e. the current location of the 

playback bar) are displayed with the transport controls.  All transport control functions 

are mapped to a key on the computer keyboard.  This mapping is made evident by a 

hint (Welie, & Trætteberg, 2000)that is displayed when the mouse cursor is held over a 

particular button in the control for a small length of time. 

 

Tempo and meter controls may also be included with the transport control collection.  

Another item that has a logical association with the transport controls and may be 

included with them is a metronome switch (i.e. a control for turning a metronome click 

on and off during playback or recording). 

 

Rationale  The behaviors of tape players and CD players are universally known.  Almost anyone 

will recognize the functionality of playback controls modeled after those found on such 

ubiquitous devices. 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 38: The Logic Audio Platinum 4.8 Transport Control collection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The transport controls in Figure 38 are quickly identifiable (though they are missing a 

Go to beginning and Go to end component).  Additional buttons below the transport 

controls include (from left to right): loop playback, auto-punch record, toggle record 

mode, solo playback mode, external synchronization selector, and metronome on/off.  

Loop playback continuously loops the playback of the arrangement through a specific 

range of time.  This range is displayed and edited in the window directly to the right of 

these extra controls.  Auto punch automatically begins and ends recording over the 

specified range.  The user can set the record mode to either overwrite existing material 

or merge existing material with recorded material.  When solo playback is activated, 

only tracks selected by the user in the arrangement area will be audible.  The external 

synchronization selector determines whether or not the playback of the arrangement 

will be controlled by an external transport source.  Playback position information is 

located in the area directly to the right of the transport controls (displayed in SMPTE 

format and in measures and beats format).  Tempo, meter, and arrangement grid 

resolution are edited in the next two areas to the right and MIDI activity is displayed in 

the last area to the right of the meter display. 
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Examples 

 
Figure 39: The Cubase SX transport control collection 

 

 

 

 

The transport control collection displayed in Figure 39 contains most of the same 

functions as the Logic Audio transport collection displayed in Figure 38.  Users can 

change record modes, auto-punch record, loop playback, and edit the region which 

affects auto-punch and loop playback.  All of the primary transport functions are here 

except pause.  Additional functions provided with the transport collection that haven’t 

already been described for Figure 61 include activating Automatic Quantization 

(“AQ”) and defining preroll and postroll values.  Preroll determines what portion of the 

arrangement will be played prior to playback start position when playback begins and 

postroll determines how much extra will be played when playback is stopped.  This is 

useful in conjunction with recording, so that the performer can get a bit of preparatory 

lead time before they must record their performance. 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 40: The Sonar 3.1 transport control collection 

 

 

 

 

The transport control collection displayed in Figure 40 includes controls to change the 

record mode, activate loop playback, and edit the auto-punch and loop playback ranges 

independently.  Meter and tempo are edited in the area on the far right of the control 

collection.  All of the transport controls are here, with the exception of pause.  Fast 

forward and reverse are accomplished by manipulating the small slider located below 

the transport controls.  Playback status is displayed above the transport controls in both 

SMPTE and measures and beats format. 

 

Known Uses  Pro Tools, Cubase SX, Sonar, Logic Audio, Vegas, Acid, Sound Forge. 

 

Related Patterns  Arrangement Area, Hinting 
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Feedback Regarding the Collection 
 

 

 

 

Feedback for this pattern collection has so far been overwhelmingly positive.  

Taubin Rutkin from the Ardour developers group states that the collection “mostly shows 

that audio software is converging/has converged on to an identical model” (personal 

communication, July 10, 2004).  Also from the Ardour developer’s group, Frank 

Barknecht states that the collection is “very interesting” but remarks that it “only deals 

with a very special kind of musical application, namly the one manifest in Ardour, Sonar 

and Protools but not in Max/MSP, Reactor or Pd, which use quite different patterns, 

while still being musical” (personal communication, July 12, 2004).  He is alluding to 

types of programs that facilitate software synthesis, advanced sound file manipulation, 

and advanced MIDI development that are not covered by this collection.  Another 

member of the Ardour developer’s group, Burkhard Woelfel, refers to the collection as a 

“wonderful resource” (personal communication, July 13, 2004).  Glyn Powell, a Cubase 

user, states that he “liked what [he] saw” (Powell, 2004).  Dr. Stella Sung, director of the 

composition program at the University of Central Florida school of music, states that the 

collection is “impressive” (personal communication, July 13, 2004). 

These comments are encouraging and seem to indicate that the patterns presented 

in this paper are worthy of validation.  However, at the time of this writing, the enire 

collection has been public for only a week.  Further review is required before the 

collection can be considered valid.
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CONCLUSION 
 

 

 

 

Software applications that facilitate the creation of music have become standard 

tools for both professional composers and music hobbyists throughout the world.  More 

likely than not, any recently released album will have been digitally produced or 

recorded.  Further, the most popular forms of music at the moment (particularly 

electronic dance music and rap) rely singularly on electronically generated and 

manipulated sonic material.  One can assume that these factors contribute to a solid (if 

not growing) demand for music creation applications among established and aspiring 

musicians alike. 

Video game consoles provide a platform for a new and potentially lucrative 

market for musical applications among music consumers.  Software applications like 

MTV’s Music Generator 3 for Playstation 2 allow non-musicians to create individualized 

versions of popular music tunes.  Regardless, an important limitation that music software 

created for video game hardware comes up against is the ineffectiveness of direct 

manipulation afforded by video game controllers.  However, the traditional paradigm of 

joystick and button control for video game machines may change in the future.  Nintendo 

has announced the release of a new handheld video game console that has a touch-

sensitive screen.  Additionally, Nintendo’s next home video game console is expected to 

utilize gyroscopic mouse-like devices as its core interface.  Sony’s popular EyeToy 

accessory for Playstation 2 allows users to control on-screen elements by moving their 

hands in front of a camera.  The release of these devices indicates a developing trend for 

video game interfaces that facilitate better direct manipulation.  Once the mechanisms for 

direct manipulation on home game consoles improve, they can be used as viable 

mediums for music composition. 

The immediate goal for further research in the area of musical interaction design 

patterns is to transform the collection presented in this paper into a proper interaction 

design pattern language for musical applications.  The collection as it stands represents 

only a subset of the variety of musical applications that exist.  Other possible interaction 

design pattern collections include those that record the optimal behavior of software 
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synthesizers, software audio effects, and MIDI editors.  Any additional collections must 

be validated and relationships must be defined within and among separate collections 

before a pattern language for musical applications can begin to materialize.  

The long-term goal of musical interaction design pattern research focuses on 

recording patterns that incorporate new interactive technologies like those found in 

emerging video game systems.  As technology advances, new means of interaction 

between human and computer will arise.  Pattern writers must remain vigilant in order to 

ensure that interaction design pattern languages continue to be relevant to the domains for 

which they are created.  The patterns presented in this paper are a foundation for an 

interaction design pattern language for musical applications.  However, new patterns 

must be written once designers create musical applications for technologies other than the 

personal computer.  Patterns must be adapted to suit the needs of consumer-oriented 

technologies like the video game console. 

Regardless, with the completion of this collection, interaction design practitioners 

are one step closer to realizing the ultimate goal of an all-inclusive interaction design 

pattern language.  The completion of this holistic pattern language will provide an 

invaluable resource for user-centered design methodologies and may ultimately lead to 

the production of better software and greater user acceptance of forthcoming software 

products.
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APPENDIX A 
 

 

 

 

Patterns Supporting This Collection 
 

 

 

 

Name  Hinting 

 

Author  Martijn van Welie 

 

Problem  The user needs to know how to select functions. 

 

Usability Principle  Incremental Revealing (Visibility) 

 

Context  Applications where the functionality is accessible in more than one way, e.g. through 

menus, using keyboard shortcuts, or through toolbars. This pattern can be used to make 

the user aware of the other possibilities in a subtle and non-obtrusive way. 

 

Forces  • The available screen space may be limited so there is no space for extra visual 

hints. 

• The user needs some way of discovering and learning these alternatives and 

possibly 

• more efficient ways, in a non-obtrusive way. 

• The user may or may not already know the other ways to access the function. 

• The number of ways to activate the function determines the number of possible 

hints. 

 

Solution  Give the user hints for other ways to access the same function. 

 

When accessing a function in one way, provide hints for other ways to access the same 

function. One possibility is to use multiple labels; one label for each way the function 

can be accessed. For example, if the function has a keyboard shortcut, show the key 

combination. If there is an icon shortcut for the function, show the icon. Always show 

the main label and show other labels directly if possible within the constraints. 

 

Other possibilities are to use helper agents or delayed messages that react on user 

actions. For example, a tool tip is displayed when the user holds the mouse over a 

widget for approximately two seconds. 
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Rationale  Chances are high that the user is familiar with at least one way to access a specific 

function. By showing other labels such as the key shortcut or an icon, the user will 

learn more associations for the function access. At some point the user may "see" the 

icon in a toolbar and use it instead of the menu. In the same way, the user may prefer 

keyboard access over mouse access. The solution increases learnability and 

memorability. When the user actually starts using other ways of selecting functions the 

performance speed may also increase. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 41: The Word 2000  

font selector 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 42: The Word 2000 

 edit menu 

 

 

 

 

These screenshots are taken from Word2000. They show two possible instances of this 

pattern: one using tool tips and the other using menus with icons. 
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Examples  In the menu, there is space to include the icon and shortcut but the toolbar icon does 

not allow this. In that case the information is displayed in a tool tip that pops up after a 

short delay. That way advanced users are not bothered with windows that pop up all 

the time. 

 

Known Uses  Tool tips, Office2000 menus. 

 

Related Patterns  COMMAND AREA 

 

 

 

 

 

Name  Mode Cursor 

 

Author  Martijn van Welie 

 

Problem  The user is creating or modifying an object and needs to know which edit function 

is selected. 

 

Usability Principle  Immediate Feedback (Feedback) 

 

Context  In many direct manipulation applications the users first selects a tool/function, thus 

entering a special mode/state, and then works on an object. Since such applications 

usually offer many functions to create or modify objects. 

 

Forces  • Not every function may have an icon or shape. 

• Completing a function may cause several intermediate states which may also 

need to be shown. 

• The user needs immediate feedback on which function was selected, i.e. which 

mode/state the system is in. 

 

Solution  Show the interface state in the cursor. 

 

The interface state changes many times during interaction, for instance when a function 

is selected or when an action such as dragging is performed. Therefore, show the 

current state to the user by changing the cursor. The cursor can be changed to an icon 

or some other shape that gives feedback about the current interface state. Change the 

cursor back to a neutral cursor if the function is completed or deactivated. 

 

Rationale  The cursor gives extra feedback about the active function. The user watches the cursor 

when performing a function so it is the most appropriate place on the screen to give 

feedback i.e. the user does not need to look at another portion of the screen. The 

solution increases satisfaction and may decrease errors. 
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Examples  

 
Figure 43: the Adobe Photoshop crop tool 

 

 

 

 

This screenshot is taken from Adobe Photoshop 5 [Figure 66]. The user has selected 

the Crop function as indicated on the left function panel. The cursor has changed and 

now has the same shape as the function icon. 

 

Known Uses  Photoshop, Illustrator, Powerpoint 

 

 

 

 

 

Name  Magnetism 

 

Author  Martijn van Welie 

 

Problem  Users need to position objects precisely. 

 

Usability Principle  Task conformance 

 

Context  Applications that use direct manipulation. The application involves graphical 

manipulations of item where the relative or absolute positions are important. 

 

Forces  • The users want precision but the display resolution is relatively low.  

• The users see positions as a "final destinations" but dragging usually does not 

involve "walls".  

 

Solution  Make the objects magnetic towards certain positions or other objects.  
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Solution  When the users are positioning the objects, the objects get drawn to other objects or 

positions when they are close i.e. typically within several pixels. The destination object 

should act as a "wall" that keeps the moving object from passing it. In other cases, a 

"bump" is better than a "wall". 

 

Rationale 

  

The "magnetism" helps users position the objects because they do not the high level of 

dexterity needed without the presence of "magnetism". No precision is needed to reach 

the destination. This decreases the time needed for positioning tasks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples  

 
Figure 44: The Winamp playlist 

 

 

 

 

This is Winamp with the play list opened [Figure 67]. When the main window is 

moved and is positioned at the screen's border, it is pulled to a position exactly at the 

border. In the same way, the play list is pulled to a position exactly on a side of the 

main window. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 45: Drawing a line in Flash 4 
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Examples  This screenshot [Figure 68] is taken from Macromedia's Flash 4. When drawing a line 

towards the circle, the cursor is pulled to the border of the circle. This way it is easy to 

connect the line to the border of the circle. 

Known Uses  Winamp, Powerpoint, Macromedia Flash, Adobe Photoshop 

 

Related Patterns  Consider the MODE CURSOR pattern to give feedback during the task. 
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APPENDIX B 
 

 

 

 

Glossary of Musical Terms 
 

 

 

 

Equalization (EQ):  Altering the volume of specific frequency ranges of a sound.  For 

example, consider the “Bass” and “Treble” controls found on most car stereos.  When the 

bass is turned up, the sound projected from the speakers is fuller and heavier.  When the 

treble is turned up, the sound is thinner and brighter.  Any range of sound within the 40 

Hz to 20 KHz range (the audible range for humans) can be manipulated to alter the 

properties of a sound.  Returning to the previous example, the “Bass” EQ control 

increases or decreases the volume of the 100-250 Hz range and the “Treble” EQ control 

increases or decreases the volume of the 10-20 KHz range. 

 

MIDI:  Musical Instrument Digital Interface protocol.  The standard protocol used for 

communication and data transfer between electronic instruments.  16 separate channels 

can be used to control 16 individual devices for each MIDI port.  These 16 channels carry 

MIDI event data including instrument bank and patch specifications used to define 

instrument configurations. 

 

MIDI control change:  Event data that represents MIDI control values.  These include 

volume, pan, and note sustain, among others. 

 

MIDI event data:  The different types of data defined by the MIDI protocol that drive 

electronic instruments and other audio devices.  MIDI event data includes note data, 

program change messages, pitch bend, control change, after touch, and system exclusive 

(SysEx) messages.  Most MIDI events are conveyed in 8-bit bytes, so there are 128 

values available for each type of MIDI event. 

 

MIDI interface controller:  A device that is used to output MIDI event data and thus 

control other MIDI devices.  Typically, MIDI interface controllers resemble piano 

keyboards.  However alternative controllers such as MIDI guitars and MIDI saxophones 

have been developed. 

 

MIDI note:  Event data that defines pitch and velocity information for instruments.  

Velocity signifies the strength with which a particular note is played.  MIDI notes range 

from C-2 (MIDI note #0) to G8 (MIDI note #127). 

 

MIDI pitch-bend:  A control that continuously varies the pitch of a MIDI note.  This 

particular type of event uses two 8-bit instructions for each pitch-bend message, 

providing a total of 65,536 values. 
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MIDI program change:  Activates different patches in a MIDI device.  Patches define, 

for example, different sounds in a synthesizer. 

 

MIDI sequence:  A collection of MIDI event data that is stored together.  MIDI 

sequences can be manipulated via a MIDI sequencer. 

 

MIDI sequencer:  A software application or hardware that is used to manipulate MIDI 

sequences. 

 

MIDI system exclusive (SysEx):  Event data defined specifically for a device from a 

particular manufacturer.  SysEx provides great control flexibility since many electronic 

instruments or other devices use parameters that fall outside of the MIDI controller 

specification. 

 

Mixer automation:  Recording the movement of mixer controls (e.g. pan and volume 

sliders) so that anytime an arrangement is played these controller movements are 

automatically repeated. 

 

SMPTE:  Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.  SMPTE (pronounced 

“simp-tee”) is shorthand for the television and film industry’s standard of temporal 

division.  The SMPTE standard divides time into at least for components: frames, 

seconds, minutes, and hours.  Sometimes sub-frames are used to add further precision.  

“Frames” are literally the number of film or television frames that pass before the 

viewer’s eyes every second.  Films run at 24 frames per second (fps) and television runs 

at either 30, 29.97, or 25 fps. 

 

Sonic material/sonic data:  Any collection of MIDI sequences, sound files, or other 

types of audio event data used by a musical application. 
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